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Abstract 

Translation of phraseological is topical for the cutting-edge translatology nowadays. 

According to many high-quality specialists, phraseological gadgets are lexical 

combinations, the which means of which is detinned with the aid of the entire 

expression. The most special feature of phraseological unit is. 

its emotional expressiveness and conciseness of thinking expression. Fairly often, 

phraseological gadgets are functioning in the newspaper style. It be mentioned that 

phraseological units are very regularly modified into "stock phrases".  

Defining phraseological gadgets in the text and the potential to locate an equivalent to 

it at some point of the translation system is the most vital stage for the translator. In 

order to translate a phraseological unit, the translator use phraseological dictionaries 

and context performs an important position during the translation process.  

it has to be cited that phraseological gadgets reflect culture and a national mentality of 

a specific nation. Due to this reason, translation of phraseological units is one of the 

topical issues for the cutting-edge translatology. Phraseological units are a fundamental 

section of any language or culture and understanding these gadgets and fabulous 

interpretation of them is a proof of appropriate translation of the complete expression 

or a work of art. 

This paper examines the stylistic factors of Phrase Denotation units, additionally known 

as set phrases, which are constant expressions that lift a particular meaning within a 

dialect community.  

The study focuses on exploring the specific stylistic components of Phrase Denotation 

units, which includes their syntactic, lexical, and semantic features. It also examines 

the use of figurative language, idioms, proverbs, and different linguistic units in 

creating stylistic variation in Phrase Denotation units. 

The paper begins with an overview of Phrase Denotation units, their functions, and their 

magnitude in every day communication. It then delves into the exclusive stylistic 

aspects of Phrase Denotation units, beginning with their syntactic features.  
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The syntactic elements of Phrase Denotation units include their phrase order, the use of 

modifiers, and the use of fixed collocations. These syntactic aspects play a great 

function in developing stylistic version in Phrase Denotation units and shaping their 

meaning. 

The paper then explores the lexical elements of Phrase Denotation units, along with the 

use of metaphorical language, euphemisms, and word play. The use of metaphorical 

dialect in Phrase Denotation gadgets creates vivid and memorable expressions that 

deliver complicated meanings in a concise manner. Euphemisms are additionally many 

times used in Phrase Denotation gadgets to soften the impact of disagreeable or taboo 

subjects. Word play, such as puns, is additionally employed to create humorous or 

ironic effects. 

The paper then moves on to the semantic features of Phrase Denotation units, which 

includes their connotative and denotative meanings. Connotative meanings refer to the 

emotional or cultural associations that a Phrase Denotation unit carries, whilst 

denotative meanings refer to their literal meanings. The use of connotative meanings in 

Phrase Denotation gadgets can create a feel of emotional or cultural resonance, whilst 

the use of denotative meanings can create precision and clarity. 

As concluded in the end, this paper gives a comprehensive overview of the stylistic 

elements of Phrase Denotation units. The learn about suggests that the syntactic, lexical, 

and semantic features of Phrase Denotation gadgets play an integral position in growing 

stylistic variation and shaping their meaning. The use of figurative language, idioms, 

proverbs, and different linguistic gadgets in Phrase Denotation gadgets additionally 

contributes to their stylistic variation. This paper is a valuable resource for further 

lookup in the area of linguistics and dialect studies, and it highlights the significance of 

Phrase Denotation units in day-to-day communication. 
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Chapter One: Phraseological Units in Linguistic Discourse 

1.1 Introduction 

Words that consist of a root morpheme or a root morpheme plus an inflectional affix 

are referred to as easy words. The former state of affairs is the most typical, such as 

"people", "books", "glass", "box", and the latter scenario such as "cups", "walked", 

"drinking" and so on. 

Words that consist of two or greater morphemes are referred to as compound words. 

Among them, the compound phrases composed of root morphemes mixed in 

accordance to positive regulations are known as compound words, such as "blackboard" 

and "blackboard", and the morpheme board on the proper aspect of it is the core of the 

whole compound word, bearing a simple meaning, that is, expressing the semantic class 

of board. The guidelines for forming compound phrases are known as compound phrase 

formation. The which means of many compound phrases is now not handy to predict, 

however have to be discovered as a separate term, such as the Chinese phrase "red 

person." 

Compound phrases that mix root morphemes and derived affixes are referred to as 

derived words, such as "bottle", "flower", "re-build", etc. 

The regulations for forming derived phrases are known as derived phrase formation, or 

additional, that means that such phrases are fashioned via derived affixes connected to 

the root. Derivation can be reversed, such as deriving the verb gloom (darkened) from 

the adjective gloomy (dark). (Chitalina, 1995) 

1.2 Different Approaches to the Definition of the Phraseological 

Units 

wording unit (also known as an idiom), a team of phrases with a constant lexical 

formation and grammatical structure it’s that means is acquainted to native audio 

system of a given language, commonly figurative, and can't be deduced from the 

meanings of the constituent components of the phrase unit. The that means of a phrase 

unit is an end result of the historic improvement of a given language. 

There are numerous sorts of phrase units, as follows. In concrete terms, the literal and 

figurative meanings are absolutely unrelated, such as ("to reduce a piece of linden tree"; 
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figuratively, "to chatter") or ("to recognize from the inner out"; from literally, "eat the 

dog"). Other phrasal gadgets derive their which means from the meanings of their 

constituent parts, such as ("downstream"). Phrase collocations encompass one or 

greater literal and figurative phrases such as (“deep silence”). Another phrasal unit is 

the idiom, which is a team of phrases with constant shape and meaning. 

There are additionally different classifications of phrase devices in accordance to type. 

They consist of classifications primarily based on restrictions on the desire of variable 

structural elements, classifications primarily based on constant or variable composition 

of phrase constituents, and classifications primarily based on the diploma of fixedness 

of phrase unit shape and constituents. A series of phrasal devices that range in that 

means and shape structure the idiom pool of a language. (Chitalina, 1995) 

1.3 Phraseology as a Subsystem of Language  

Phraseology refers towards to the department as far as linguistics that as far as langue 

with secure phrase mixtures characterized by way as far as sure transitions via meaning. 

Although there are variations as far as opinion, most authors agree on some fact wards 

about the salient points as far as phrase units, such as: 

Integrity (or transitivity) as far as which means skill that no element as far as the idiom 

is via my opinion related with any reference towards to goal reality, &the which means 

as far as the complete unit can't be deduced from the that means as far as its components; 

Stability (grammatical) capacity that no substitutions are feasible via idioms (except via 

some instances the place the writer deliberately makes such substitutions) via contrast 

towards to free or variable phrase combinations. Experiments via the Nineteen Nineties 

confirmed that the that means as far as an idiom is now not precisely the identical as 

the literal translation given via a dictionary entry. This is why we might also be 

speaking me about many devices as far as lexical flexibility if they are used via an 

innovative way. Lexical steadiness is commonly accompanied by way as far as 

grammatical balance that prohibits any grammatical changes; 

Separability capability that the shape as far as the idiom is now not indivisible, &can 

be modified inside a sure range. Here we come upon so-called lexical &grammatical 

variants. For example: "Hungry as a wolf (like a hunter)", "Safe as a residence (house)" 

Expressiveness &emotion suggest that idioms additionally have the traits as far as 

stylistic color. Via different words, they evoke emotion or add expressiveness. 
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Via general, even if the phrases current a positive pattern, no new phrases will be 

generated. They are unique. 

The cause as far as interlanguage assessment is towards to expose the coherence as far 

as diction, which underlies many theoretical &utilized tendencies via current linguistic 

research, each via idea &exercise as far as diction. However, the dedication as far as 

the coherence elements as far as interlanguage phrases as concern ideas &the resolution 

standards as far as time period equivalents &analogues as concern principles are 

nevertheless controversial. 

An evaluation as far as the specialized literature over the previous few many years 

suggests that most linguists reflect on consideration on the twist as far as fate as far as 

semantic structure, grammatical (or syntactic) organization, &constituent (morpheme) 

shape towards to be the most important standards for defining the kind as far as 

interlanguage phrase agreement/difference. The primacy as far as semantic structure. 

Comparing the three tactics mentioned above (semantic, functional, &contextual), we 

have excellent motive towards to conclude that they have a lot via common, as the most 

important standards for phrase gadgets appear towards to be mostly the same, 

specifically steadiness &idiomaticity or lack as far as motivation. It ought towards to 

be noted, however, that these standards articulated via the three processes are normally 

ample towards to select out excessive cases: tremendously idiomatic invariant &free 

(or variable) phrases. 

Hence, Red Tape, Horse Nest, etc. According towards to the semantic approach, they 

belong towards to phrases &are described as fusions due towards to the fact they are 

absolutely unmotivated. According towards to the practical approach, they are 

additionally regarded as phrase gadgets due towards to the fact they are grammatically 

(syntactically) indivisible &due towards to the fact they characteristic as equal phrases 

via speech. According towards to the context law, purple tape, horse nest, etc. represent 

a team as far as phrases, which are known as idioms due towards to the fact the "fixed 

context" can't be modified via any way &the semantics are inseparable. 

However, the reputation as far as a giant wide variety as far as phrases can't be decided 

with sure bet with the aid as far as skill as far as these criteria, due towards to the fact 

typically what we have towards to deal with is no longer the idiosyncrasy &balance as 

far as phrases, however a positive diploma as far as these extraordinary facets as far as 

phrase units. No goal standards have been proposed as towards to the diploma as far as 

idiosyncrasy &stability. So, for example, prevailing via accordance towards to the 
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semantic method is a phrase aggregate due towards to the fact it is nearly towards totally 

encouraged & lets via a positive variability towards to win, get, win. According towards 

to the useful approach, it is now not a phrase unit, due towards to the fact the semantics 

&syntax are now not sufficiently inseparable for the phrase towards to feature as a 

phrase equivalent. Small hours are taken actually via accordance towards to the context. 

However, if we classify it beginning from a useful approach, the via part encouraged 

phrase businesses are determined via a different way relying on the utilized phrase unit 

criteria. (Gurevich, 2006) 

1.4 Research Aim and objectives  

1.4.1 Aim  

The predominant intention of this lookup is to investigate and analyze the stylistic 

aspects of wording gadgets in the English language. The paper  aims to discover the 

more than a few stylistic elements of wording units, including their semantic and 

syntactic characteristics, as nicely as their functions in specific kinds of texts. The learn 

about also ambitions to have a look at the effect of culture on the use of wording units, 

and investigate the effectiveness of these devices in conveying which means and 

improving communication. The research seeks to supply insights for language 

freshmen and teachers on the use of wording gadgets in language learning and teaching, 

and contribute to the current literature on the topic. By attaining these objectives, this 

research targets to decorate our appreciation of the stylistic aspects of wording and their 

function in high quality communication. 

 

1.4.2 Objectives 

• To become aware of the most frequent wording units used in English. 

• To look at the semantic and syntactic facets of wording units. 

• To analyze the stylistic features of wording gadgets in one of a kind kinds 

of texts. 

• To discover the have an impact on of lifestyle on the use of wording units. 

• To look into the effectiveness of wording gadgets in conveying meaning 

and bettering communication. 

• To supply insights for language newcomers and teachers on the use of 

wording gadgets in language studying and teaching. 
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1.5 Research Problem  

The problem addressed in this paper is the lack of complete research that investigate 

the stylistic aspects of wording units in the English language. While there has been 

lookup on phrasing and the use of wording units in language gaining knowledge of 

and teaching, there is nonetheless a hole in the literature involving the stylistic points 

of these devices and their impact on tremendous communication. 

This paper goals to tackle this hole with the aid of providing a complete analysis of 

the stylistic factors of wording in the English language. The find out about will 

discover the semantic and syntactic traits of these units, their functions in exceptional 

sorts of texts, and the influence of tradition on their use. 

there is a want to check out the effectiveness of wording gadgets in conveying which 

means and improving communication, especially in language learning and teaching. 

This research seeks to address this problem by using examining the position of 

wording gadgets in fine verbal exchange and offering insights for language newbies 

and instructors on how to include these gadgets in language learning and teaching. 

1.6 Classifications of Phraseological Units 

There are three classification ideas as far as phrases.  most famous is V.V.'s synchronic 

(semantic) classification as far as phrase units. Vinogradovite.  

He developed some as far as   thoughts first proposed through Swiss linguist Charles 

Bally &furnished a sturdy impetus towards to logical metaphor material. This means 

that phrase gadgets are described as lexical complexes with particular semantic 

elements &are classified accordingly. His classification is based towards totally on 

motive as far as   unit, relationship between which means as far as   complete & that 

means as far as its constituent parts. Motivation has towards to do with rigidity, 

indivisibility, &semantic cohesion as far as expression, which has towards to do with 

possibility, though now not vial cases, as far as changing varieties or order as far as 

elements &as far as substituting single phrases for wholes. 

According towards to Vinogradov's classification, all phrases are divided in towards to 

phrase fusion words, phrase units &phrase combinations. 

A phrase fusion is a semantically invisible such as far as phrase whose which means is 

by no means affected with aid as far as   meanings as far as its materials  
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This potential that phrase fusion represents very best stage as far as fusion towards to 

get.  which means as far as   components is completely absorbed through that as far as   

whole, its expressive &emotional properties. 

seldom considered - rarely seen; 

cry for moon - ask for untruth; 

Under roses—quietly. 

Sometimes a fusion as far as words is called an idiom, which linguists recognize has 

lost its internal structure entirely. Interpreting that means as far as idioms is a 

complicated etymological hassle (such as towards to tat potential "revenge", however 

no one can explain meaning as far as   phrases such as &tat). 

A phrase continuum is a semantically invisible such as far as phrases whose complete 

meaning is driven through meanings as far as its constituent parts  

Generally speaking, a phrase such as refers towards to a phrase whose average which 

means is not sum as far as   meanings as far as its constituent components but is based 

towards totally on &understandable from constituent parts.  meaning as far as an 

important word is now not towards too a long way from its regular meaning. This which 

means is shaped due towards to generalized figurative which means as far as   free 

phrase combination. Such as is result as far as a reconsideration as far as figurative 

metaphors for phrase combinations. 

wake up - alternate your mind; 

go domestic - goal; 

Falling in towards to rage—angry. 

Phrase devices are characterized through semantic duality.  semantics as far as phrase 

gadgets used alone, taken out as far as context, can't be described with certainty, when 

you consider that se mixtures as far as phrases can be used as free via direct feel & as 

measured via metaphor. (Ivanova, 1999) 
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1.7 Significant of the study  

The significance of this study lies in its conceivable to contribute to the appreciation 

of the stylistic aspects of wording and their effect on fantastic communication in the 

English language. The study ambitions to furnish insights into the semantic and 

syntactic features of wording and their functions in one of a kind types of texts. 

1.8 Limitation of the study  

One limitation of this study is the focus on the English language only. While the results 

of this research could be applied to other languages to some extent, the specific stylistic 

features and functions of phraseological units in other languages may differ. Therefore, 

the results of this study may not be generalizable to other languages. 

Another limitation is the sample size of texts analyzed in the study. Due to time and 

resource constraints, it may not be possible to analyze a large number of texts, which 

could limit the scope and generalizability of the study. Additionally, the use of a 

specific corpus of texts may not represent the diversity of text types and genres in the 

English language. 

the study may face limitations in terms of the interpretation of the stylistic features and 

functions of phraseological units, which is subjective to some extent and may depend 

on the researcher's interpretation. Therefore, the study's results may be subject to 

different interpretations and could be challenged by other researchers. 

Lastly, the study may face limitations in terms of the availability of resources, such as 

access to specialized software and databases for the analysis of phraseological units. 

This could impact the accuracy and validity of the study. 
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Chapter Two: The Translation of Phraseological Units 

2.1 Idioms and Their Classification  

Idiomatic expressions structure an essential section of the English vocabulary and an 

active tool to conceptualize the social environment and reality round us. Grammarians 

and linguists have made many tries over the time to categorize idioms. The 

categorization of idiomatic expressions might be a complicated linguistic process. 

Idioms classification in accordance to their spectrum of idiomacity 

It is one of the most essential classification of idioms. The fundamental characteristic 

feature that differentiates between the extraordinary sorts of idioms is the degree of 

idiomacity that an idiomatic expression carries. By this criterion idioms can also be 

categorized in  

2.1.1 transparent idioms: 

are these idiomatic strings which are handy to comprehend and translate and there that 

means can be inferred from the magnitude of their constituents "one to one semantic 

relation between the idiom materials and factors of the idioms meaning e.g to combat a 

losing battle, back and forth, to see the light 

2.1.2 Semi-transparent idioms: 

& transparent idioms are idiomatic expressions which usually lift a metaphorical sense 

and their constituents have a small position in comprehending the normal which means 

of the expression 

to ruin the ice (to expose the tension) 

2.1.3 Semi-opaque idioms: 

This crew of idioms refers to those idiomatic expression in which the figurative 

experience is not associated to that of the constituent phrases of the expressione.to skip 

the buck (to bypass responsibility)  

opaque idioms  

This kind of idioms are the most challenging type of idiomatic expression because the 

relation between idioms parts and its meaning may be opaque and the senses of man or 

woman phrases can be despite the fact that constrain each interpretation and use " e.g. 

to burn one’s boat to make retreat impossible” (Komissarov, 1999) 
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2.2 Phraseological Problems of Translation 

according (Subbotina, 2013) Idiom’s  synonyms are about sizeable alternatively 

imaginary wonderful phraseological units  are some examples analyses as some 

distance as Russian synonyms enumeration as a long way as English synonyms kuzmin 

2007 analyzing abovementioned phraseological synonyms such as need to be stated 

that all as a long way as phraseological gadgets have wonderful connotations such as 

need to be cited that translator has a applicable risk as nicely as want as a ways as a 

corresponding equivalent from analyzed group as a long way as synonym as a rule 

translation as some distance as phraseological devices is a challenging stage as well as 

translator due to this fact authors as far as masterpieces try to furnish an rationalization 

as well as meanings as a long way as phraseological gadgets with the aid of context a 

comparison with British American furnish texts while translating opuses by English 

language translators take into account or depend on context via many cases kuzmin 

2007 Russian translatologist ss kuzmin  

1) translation with assist as a long way as a mono equivalent translator chooses English 

phraseological as such as that photo that ability coincide with photograph which 

potential as a long way as Russian phraseological muller 2002  

2) translation with assist as some distance as a relative equal analogue English 

phraseological as such as that graphic does now not coincide with image as a long 

way as Russian phraseological as such as then again preventive logical meanings 

coincide as well as example Russian expression that capacity is as an choice tough 

to translate into English language due to truth following expressions are modern by 

way of English language via order to translate this expression pick out enough 

analogue translator analyses context as a ways as grant textual content material due 

to fact se expressions are particular by way of meanings by English language  

3) there are some cases when Russian phraseological as such as has pretty a few 

meanings a corresponding phraseological as such as have to be chosen by means of 

way as far as translator nicely can translate can interpret that potential as a long way 

as a phraseological as such as from context select high-quality equivalent  

4) phraseological units can be translated with aid as a way as metaphor by way of case 

when such as is fundamental as nicely as translation manner to switch graphic as 

far as Russian phraseological unit  
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5) explicatory translation can be used as nicely as translation as a long way as 

phraseological units however expressiveness fantastic or terrible connotation as far 

as sentence can be misplaced location a phraseological as such as is functioning 

(Subbotina, 2013) 
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Conclusion 

In conclusion, Outline Stylistic Aspects of Phraseological Units has many aspects of 

general English and how English language is based on phrases, Therefore, drawing the 

conclusion to the abovementioned information, it has to be mentioned that translation 

of phraseological units is the most necessary & rather tough challenge for the translator. 

The motive is that translators have to pay their attention to the coincidence of preventive 

& logical meanings of phraseological units in the source & goal languages for the 

duration of the translation processes & kinds of contexts in which they are functioning. 

However, loss &exchange of stylistic or connotative functions of phraseological 

devices can be the end result of misinterpretation of an idiom or the complete 

expression in the goal language. Taking into consideration some peculiarities of a 

phraseological unit functioning &an enough translation of it, translator interpret & 

translate this phraseological unit in a desirable way &prevent functioning & 

elaboration. 

the find out about of the stylistic factors of Phrase Denotation devices has provided 

precious insights into the methods in which these linguistic devices are used to create 

which means and express cultural values in language. Through an examination of their 

syntactic, lexical, and semantic features, as well as the use of figurative language, 

idioms, proverbs, and different linguistic devices, we have received a deeper perception 

of the importance of Phrase Denotation units in shaping dialect use and communication. 

One of the key findings of this learn about is that the syntactic aspects of Phrase 

Denotation gadgets play a vital position in creating stylistic version and shaping their 

meaning. The use of modifiers, word order, and constant collocations all make 

contributions to the stylistic variant of Phrase Denotation units. Additionally, the lexical 

elements of Phrase Denotation units, such as metaphorical language, euphemisms, and 

word play, additionally contribute to their stylistic variant and create vivid and 

memorable expressions that bring complex meanings in a concise manner. 

 

The semantic facets of Phrase Denotation units are additionally fundamental in growing 

stylistic variation. The use of connotative and denotative meanings lets in for emotional 

and cultural associations to be conveyed while maintaining clarity and precision. This 
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is specifically vital in conditions where the speaker or creator desires to carry a 

particular tone or message. 

Furthermore, the use of figurative language, idioms, proverbs, and other linguistic 

gadgets in Phrase Denotation gadgets additionally contributes to their stylistic 

variation. Figurative language, such as metaphors and similes, creates vivid and 

inventive descriptions that evoke sturdy feelings or intellectual images. Idioms furnish 

acquainted and concise expressions that carry complicated meanings, whilst proverbs 

provide ethical practice or express cultural values. Other linguistic devices, such as 

repetition and alliteration, create rhythmic outcomes and emphasize positive phrases or 

ideas. 

The study of the stylistic elements of Phrase Denotation units has sizeable implications 

for dialect use and communication. By grasp the ways in which Phrase Denotation units 

are used to create which means and specific cultural values, we can enhance our very 

own dialect use and better understand the dialect of others. This is mainly necessary in 

multicultural and multilingual societies; the place grasp the nuances of dialect use can 

promote cross-cultural communication and understanding. 

Moreover, this find out about highlights the importance of Phrase Denotation units in 

day-to-day communication. These linguistic gadgets are vital in conveying complicated 

meanings in a concise and memorable manner, and they are an indispensable phase of 

our shared cultural heritage. By studying the stylistic factors of Phrase Denotation units, 

we can gain a deeper grasp for their significance in dialect use and communication. 

the find out about of the stylistic factors of Phrase Denotation units is a treasured region 

of research that has considerable implications for dialect use and communication.  
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Abstract in Kurdish 

 ەل کێرۆز ەیرێگو ە. بداەمەردەس مەل توووەشکێپ یایژۆلۆترانسلات ۆب ییەتەباب ەییواژەستەد یانێڕرگەو

 ەکەنڕیربەد یواوەت یتەارمی ەب ەک ەوات ەک ن،ەییوش ەیکهاتێپ کانەییەواژەستەد ەرێئام رز،ەب یتیکوال یانۆڕپسپ

 ...ەل ییەتیبر ەییواژەستەد ەیکیە یندەتمەبیتا نیتترەبی. تاتێدرڕبەد

 داەژنامڕۆ یوازێش ەل کانەییەواژەستەد ەرێئام ار،رجۆ. زەوەرکردنیب ینڕیربەد یو پوخت یزدارۆس ینڕیربەد

 ەیواژەستە"د ۆکراون ب یستکارەد یکێکوپڕێ ەب رۆز ەواژەستەد یکانەکیە ەک تێکرەد ەوە. باس لنەکەکارد

 ".کۆست

 ەل داڵخا کێندەه ەل یهاوتا ینێشو یکردنیارید یو توانا داەکەقەد ەل کانەییەواژەستەد ەرێئام یکردنەناسێپ

 ێڕرگەو ت،ێدرێڕربگەو ەییواژەستەد یکەیەکیە ەیوەئ ۆ. بەکێڕەرگەو ۆب ەناغۆق نیگرنگتر انداێڕرگەو یمەستیس

 نجامەگرنگ ئ یکەیەگێپ انداێڕرگەو ەیسۆپر یکات ەل تێگرەردەو کەڵک داەواژەستەد یکستێنتۆو ک نگەرهەف ەل

 .داتەد

 یکەیەوەتەن ەییوەتەن یکێتڵیەقەکولتوور و ع ەیوەنگدانڕە کانەییەواژەستەد ەرێئام ەک تێبکر ەوەب ەئاماژ تێبەد

 ۆب کانییەکەرەس ەپرس ەل ەکێکیە ەواژەستەد یکانەکیە یانێڕرگەو ،ەوەکارۆه مەئ ۆیهە. بکراونیارید

و  کێکولتوور انی کێزمان رەه ەل نیتەڕەبن یکێشەب کانەییەواژەستەد ەکیە. وتووەشکێپ یایژۆلۆترانسلات

 انی واوەت ینڕیربەد یگونجاو یانێڕرگەو ەیگەڵب وانەئ ۆب ەییفسانەئ ەیوەکدانێو ل ەرانێئام مەل شتنەیگێت

 .ییەرەهون یکێکار

 یاەڕرەس کات،ەد ەواژەستەد ەب دانەئاماژ یکانەکیە یکانییەستیلیستا ەکارۆه ۆب دواداچوونەب ەیەوەنیژێتو مەئ

 یکەیەگەڵمۆک ناوەل تەبیتا یکیەمانا ەک وامنەردەب یکێنڕیربەد ەک ،ەناسراو کراویارید ەیواژەستەد ەب شەوەئ

 .ەوەنەکەد رزەب داەزاراو

 دات،ەد داەواژەستەد ەب دانەئاماژ یکانەکیە یکانەتەبیتا ییەستیلیستا ەکهاتێپ یدواەب انەڕگ ەب یگرنگ ەکەوەنیژێتو

 م،یۆدیئ ،ەیینێو یزمان ینانێکارهەب هاەروە. هتێگرەدۆخەل انیکانەو مانادار ەییو وش ینتاکسیس ییەندەتمەبیتا ەک

 ەب دانەئاماژ یکانەکیە ەل یستیلیستا یانکارۆڕگ یردندروستک ەل کانەاوازیج ییەوانەزمان ەکیەو  ندەپ

 .ەوەتۆڵێکەد داەواژەستەد

 ەل وانەئ ەییورەو گ انیکانەرکەئ کان،ەواژەستەد ەب دانەئاماژ یکانەکیە ەل یگشت یکێنیوانێڕت ەب ەکەوەنیژێتو

 ەب دانەئاماژ یکانەکیە یکانەتەبیتا ییەستیلیستا ەنیەلا ەل ەوەتێبە. پاشان ورد دکاتەدێپ ستەد داەژانڕۆ یندەوەیپ

 .کاتەدێپ ستەد انیکانییەنتاکسیس ییەندەتمەبیتا ەب ەک ،ەواژەستەد

 ینانێکارهەب وان،ەئ ەیواژەستەد یندەزبڕێ ەل نیتیبر ەواژەستەد ەب دانەئاماژ یکانەکیە یکانەییەستڕ ەتوخم

 ەل نێڕگەد ەورەگ یکێرکەئ ەانیسازەستڕ ەنیەلا مە. ئریگێج یشنیکۆلۆک ینانێکارهەو ب انکەرەکیستکارەد

 .انیماناکان یشتنڕو دا کانەواژەستەد ەب دانەئاماژ یکانەکیە ەل یستیلیستا یشانەو یدانێپەرەپ

 ەڵگەل کات،ەد ەواژەستەد ەب دانەئاماژ یکانەکیە یکانەییەوش ەتوخم ۆب دواداچوونەب ەکەوەنیژێتو پاشان

 یکانەرێئام ەل کیرۆتافێم ەیزاراو ینانێکارهە. بەوش یاریو  زمیمێفیۆئ ،یکیرۆتافێم یزمان ینانێکارهەب

 یپوخت مانا یکەیەوێش ەب ەک کاتەددروست  کراوەرنیبەو ل ندوویز یکێنڕیربەد دا،ەواژەستەد یکردنێپەئاماژ

 یرمکردنەن ۆب نێنرێهەکاردەب داەواژەستەد ەب دانەئاماژ یکانەرێئام ەجار ل رۆز کانەزمیمێفی. ئتێنەیەگەد زڵۆئا

 یدروستکردن ۆب تێنرێهەکاردەب ەوەادیز ەزل، ب ەیقس کوەو ،ەوش یاریتابو.  انی یازڕنا یکانەتەباب ییرەگیکار

 .ینۆریئ انی ەانڕجاەتڵگا یرەگیکار

 رەکیاریمانا د ەک ،ەواژەستەد ەب کردنەئاماژ یکانەکیە یکانەمانادار ییەندەتمەبیتا رەس ەتێچەد ەکەوەنیژێتو پاشان

 انی یزدارۆس ییەندەوەیپ وەئ ۆب نەئاماژ کانەکراوێپە. مانا ئاماژتێگرەدۆخەل انیکانەکراوێپەو ئاماژ
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 ۆب نەئاماژ کانەکراوێپەمانا ئاماژ کداێکات ەل ت،ێگرەدەڵیه ەواژەستەد یدانێپەئاماژ یکەیەکیە ەک ەیانییکولتوور

 کێستەه تێتوانەد داەواژەستەد ەب دانەئاماژ یکانەرێئام ەل کراوێپەئاماژ یماناکان ینانێکارهە. بانیکانەییەمانا وش

 تێتوانەد کانەییەمانا ئاماژ ینانێکارهەب کداێکات ەدروست بکات، ل یکولتوور انی یزدارۆس یکەیەوەنگدانەد ەب

 دروست بکات. یوونڕو  ینیوردب

 یکانەکیە یکانەستیلیستا ەتوخم ەل داتەد ریگشتگ یکێنیوانێڕت ەیەوەنیژێتو مەهات، ئ ییتاۆک داییتاۆک ەل کەو

و  ەییوش ،ینتاکسیس ییەندەتمەبیتا ەک داتەد شانیپ ەوەئ ەیربارەد ربوونێ. فەواژەستەد ەب دانەئاماژ

 یستیلیستا یانکارۆڕگ یکردنەشەگ ەل ەکپارچیە یکەیەگێپ ەواژەستەد یکردنەئاماژ یکانەرێئام یکانییەواتاساز

 ەل کانەاوازیج ییەوانەزمان ەرێو ئام ندەپ م،یۆدیئ ،ەیینێو یزمان ینانێکارهە. بنێڕگەد اندایماناکان یشتنڕداو 

 یکەیەرچاوەس ەیەوەنیژێتو مە. ئاندایکانییەستیلیستا ییەانکارۆڕگ ەل ەشدارەب داەواژەستەد یکردنەئاماژ یکانەرێئام

 یکانەکیە یگرنگ رەس ەخاتەد شکیو ت دا،ەزاراو ەل ەوەنۆڵیکێلو  یوانەزمان یبوار ەل اتریز یکێانەڕگ ۆب ەنرخەب

 .داەژانڕۆ یندەوەیپ ەل ەواژەستەد ەب دانەئاماژ
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Cover Page in Kurdish 

 

 سیۆرۆکالەب ەیوەنیژێتو ەیژڕۆپ

 

 ەیواژەستەد یکانەکیە یکانەستیلیستا ەنیەلا

 

و  ەردەروەپ یژێلۆک /سیۆرۆکالەب ەیوەنیژێتو ەیژنیل ەب شەشکێپ ەک کەیەوەنیژێتو

 .یگشت ەیردەروەپ یشەب ت،ێکرەد کانەزمان

 .داەردەروەپ ەل سیۆرۆکالەب ەیپل ۆب یکەشەب یکردنێجەبێج یکێرجەم کەو
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